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HOW TO ASSEMBLE

.

This duplicator is shipped in a compact box with all the supplies
necessary to run copies in one color. To complete the assembly:
Refer to Picture 1 for names and location of parts.
Remove shipping twine.
Slide feed table into place on side frames.
Hook receiving tray onto lower cross bar.
Hook stacking wire onto upper cross bar and in hole in end
of receiving tray.
Remove protective oiled paper cover which is around the
printing drum in the position the stencil will occupy. Loosen
the wire clip, remove the end of the paper, and press the clip
back in place. Detach the paper cover from the button bar.
Save the cover to wrap around the ink pad when the machine is
not in use.
Turn impression roller release lever upward to release pressure
on impression roller. This is important to prevent smudging
t he r ubb er roller with ink. The rubber roller should be clean
at all times.

HOW TO PREPARE STENCILS
The principal of printing with a duplicating machine involves the
forcing of ink from a cylinder onto paper through openings made in a stencil sheet
by a typewriter or drawing stylus. The principal of the preparation of a stencil
is the pressing aside -- or "cutting" -- of a film of ink-proof material to expose
a f ine fibre base .
When the stencil i s app lied to the duplicator over an inked
pad and paper is presse d between it and the impression roller, the ink is forced
through the fi bre and prints on the paper.
Practice with the typewriter and drawing stylus until yo'vll' pressure
is heavy enough to pre ss aside the composition to allow free ink passage and yet
li ght enough to avoid tearing the fibre. A f irm, even typewriting touch gives the
best results.
However, a slightly li ght er touch is necessary on such sharp characters as "c", "e", 0
etc., to avoid chopping them out, and a slightly heavier
t ou ch is necessary on"$", "o/o", "@", "#" and capitals "M", "W" , and "E". If the
whi t e fibres of the stencil do not show through after you have struck a letter,
strike it a gain.
11
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,

Plan the spacing of each page of copy before you cut the stencil.
Prepare a "dummy" of the complete job on paper the same size as that to be used in
running the copies. Then follow this f or margins, indentations and spacing. Keep
all typing within the marg ins printed on the backing shee t .
Any typing outside
these lines will not be contacted by the impression roller and will not be reproduced.
If the page is to be printed approximately full, start the first
line between the lines marked 2 and 3 on the backing sheet. For all smaller forms
to be run on letter size paper, start at a point about line 10 on the backing
sheet.
When you cut an item requiring only a small top margin, as a post card,
start between lines 2 and 3 on the backing sheet.
For printing postal card see
"How To Prepare Stencil For Printing Post Cards".
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HOW TO PREPARE STENCIL WITH TYPEWRITER
Thoroughly clean typewri t er type with a brush and type cleaner. Clear,
sharp copies are impos s i b le if your type is clogged with dirt or ink.
Adjust stencil key or r emove typewriter ribbon so the ribbon will not
come between the type bar s and stencil when the keys are struck.
If there is an oil-paper tissue between the stencil and cardboard
backing shee t of your s tencil, remove it.
Insert a cus hion sheet be t we en the stencil and the backing. This will
allow the t ype to cut de eply into the stencil and will lessen the
dang er of inj ury to t he f i bre base.
Smooth all wrinkles and looseness from the stencil.
Hold loose ends
of stencil and backi ng s heet together and insert in typewriter with
the backing sheet next t o the roller.
Type in usual manner usi~ a firm, even touch.

HOW TO PREPARE STENCIL WITH STYLUS
Steel points, commonly known as styli (singular, stylus) are used
for signatures, handwriting, drawi ng and tracing on stencil sheets. A wide variety of styli are available for various uses and effects. If the enclosed stylus
does not meet your special requirements, write for special circular.
Remove oil proof tis sure from stencil if present.
Insert a celluloid Wri t ing Plate, rough side up, between the stencil
and the backing shee t .
The Writing Plate provides a flat, hard surface on which to work and its rough surface protects the stencil
f ibre. If further protection is necessary, place a li ghtweight sheet
of c ellophane smoothly over the stencil.
Hold a stylus as if it were a pencil and write or draw on the s tencil
as you would on a piece of paper. Use a pressure which will squeeze
the composition aside but will not sever the fibres.
To obtain best results on a drawing, trace it from a copy placed beneath the celluloid Writing Plate.
You may f acilitate tracing by placing the stencil on a piece of glass
lighted from beneath or against the window in a slightly darkened
room.

HOW TO PREPARE STENCIL FOR PRINTING POST CARDS
In preparing a stencil to be used for the printing of Post Cards it
is of course, necessary to properly locate the typed matter (or hand work) on the
stencil sheet. It is for this reason that the heavily ruled lines appear on the
stencil backing sheet. All matter must be confined within these spaces according
to manner in which the copy is to appear on the card.
When you run the post cards,
scribed in "Adjustments, Post Card Guide."
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HOW TO CORRECT ERRORS
If you make an error in cutting the stencil you may correct it with
the aid of Correction Fluid.
Rub the error lightly with a small piece of smooth metal, such as an
ordinary paper clip, to press the stencil coating over the impression.
Roll the stencil f orward in the typewriter about six lines and insert
a pencil between it and the cushion sheet to prevent their being cemented together.
Apply a light coat of Correction Fluid
dry.

to the error and

l

allow it to

Remove the pencil and roll the stencil back into position.
Cut directly over the corrected place with a slightly harder blow.
Correction Fluid may be used to blot out characters, mend holes accidentally punched in the stencil or leaks cause.d by folds. If the stencil is on
the cylinder, apply a heavy coating of the Fluid and allow sufficient time for it
to dry.

HOW TO INK THE PAD
Turn the impression roller release lever upward.

Remove the oiled paper cover from the ink pad.
Stir the brush in the ink. Start at the top of the cloth ink pad and
apply the ink evenly across the pad and work it downward so all parts of the pad
are equally inked. Ink only as far down as necessary to print the lowest lines of
the copy. Do not ink the entire pad if the printing is on only the upper portion,
as the surplus accumulation
will drip. However, always
ink the pad across its entire width. If the edges get
·
too dry the stencil will not
.... ..... ....
adhere closely and wrinkles
...··:····:::···'

Picture 2.
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Work
enough
ink toappear.
saturate
the in
pad
completely and give it a glossy
appearance. When the pad is
saturated, give it a few
final strokes of the brush
from top to bottom of inked
surface. This will make the
nap lie evenly at all points
and insure copies of perfect
density. See Picture 2.

J

A properly inked pad will produce approximately 250 good, clear copies of average typed matt er.
If you wish additional copies, remove
the stencil, reink the pad and replace the stencil. You may do this
several times if you desire a large ~uantity of copies.

!

To reink the pad, simply brush ink on the cloth ink pad until it is
glossy. This pad alone acts as the ink reservoir.
Avoid excessive inking as surplus ink will
when the machine is not in use.
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HOW TO ATTACH STENCIL

■■■■■■■■■••··············

Fold cardboard backing sheet
at perforated line and
tear
off.

■■■■■■■■••········

.. ...
......
......

First turn the
impression
roller release lever upward,
"OFF" then turn the cylinder
handle in an upward position.

-

With the face of the stencil down, hook all four slots
of the stencil heading to the
button bar on the
cylinder.
See Picture 3.
Revolve cylinder handle left
to a downward position.

Picture 3.

Place the backing sheet on
the feed table and advance it
f ar enough under the cylinder
to contact the
impression
roller.
Lay the stencil smoothly
on the backing sheet then
turn roller release
lever
downward "ON".
Turn the cylinder one complete revolution
counterclockwise (to the left) to
roll the stencil smoothly onto the ink pad.
See Picture 4.
Picture 4.
Turn the lever

to an upward position "OFF" and fasten the end of the stencil
under the wire clip on the cylinder.
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HOW TO RUN THE COPIES
Place both the cylinder
handle and the
impression
roller release lever in a
downward position.
Place one sheet of paper
at a time in the paper guide
on the feed table. The feeding operation will be speeded
up if you place the paper to
be run in a handy position as
shown in Picture 5.
Revolve the handle
one
complete turn counter-clockwise to pick up, print and
deposit one sheet.
Be sure
to stop the handle at the
bottom.

Picture 5.

Run through several trial sheets to

draw the ink evenly

through the

stencil.
If the copy prints too high or too low, or if the margins are unequal,
adjust the paper guide on the feed table. To do this loosen the wing nut on the
bolt used to attach the guide.
To insure uniform printing: turn
Hesitancy causes blots.

crank with

a steady,

even motion.

With practice you can time the turning of the cylinder with your right
hand and the drawing of the paper onto the feed table with the left until you are
turning the cylinder almost continuously.
If the printing gradually becomes dim, the pad needs more ink. If the
first sheets of a run are poorly printed, either the pad was not properly inked,
the ink has not yet worked through the stencil, or the stencil was improperly cut.

HOW TO SLIP-SHEET
The ink used on this duplicator dries by absorption so you must use
an absorbent paper. When it is necessary to print on a hard surface letterhead
paper, you may obtain good results by covering each wet print with a sheet of sof~
absorbent paper as it drops into the receiving tray.
When fifty or sixty sheets
have been thus slip-sheeted, remove them from the tray and set them aside to dry.
When the prints are dry, remove the slip-sheets.
Most post card stock has a hard non-absorbent surface
ies should be slip-sheeted until they are thoroughly dry.

and the cop-

Slip-sheets may be used over and over until they are too clogged
with ink to do a good job . Be sure the slip-sheets are dry when in use.
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HOW TO PRINT IN COLOR
The ink pads furnished for use with this duplicator include a sheet
of especially prepared, ink-proof paper to prevent ink from coming into direct contact with the cylinder and to eliminate the necessity of washing the cylinder
each time the color is changed.
Sometimes color work is done by applying two
or three
different
colors of ink to different portions of the same ink pad, and using just one stencil. If you use this method, arrange the work on the stencil with enough space
between the colors on the pad to prevent their flowing toge ther.
The most practical and satisfactory color work is done with a different ink pad and a different stencil for each color. Run the paper through once
for each color. With careful feeding into this duplicator every sheet will be
printed in exactly the same position.
You may change colors simply by changing
ink pads.
To change the ink pad:
Raise the wire clip out of the way and lift off the complete pad.
Remove the rod which fastens the top of the pad to the cylinder.
Slip this rod into the next pad.
Fasten the rod to the cylinder and replace the pad.
Clip end of pad with wire clip.
A "dummy" copy ( see directions "How To Prepare Stencil" ) is
absolutely necessary for a successful color job of typing or of hand work. Arrange
all spacings and indentations on the "dummy" copy exactly as you wish them to appear on the completed job. To mark accurately the point of starting, insert the
"dummy" between the stencil and the backing sheet with the first line of copy on
line 1 of the backing sheet.
In order to raise the copy to line 1
you must
first cut off the top blank margin of the "dummy". Center it for left and right
margins and remember that no portion of the copy can be extended over the black
ruled lines. Hold the "dummy" in the correct place and draw the stencil sheet
smoothly over it.
With Correction Fluid, mark the starting point of each paragraph
which is to be printed in the first color. Ordinarily, black is used as the base
color. Remove the "dummy" and type on the stencil only that port ion of the work
which is to appear in the first color.
For stylus work, trace over the "dummy" the parts which are to
in the first color. (See directions "How To Prepare Stencil With Stylus").

be

Attach the stencil to the cylinder and set the paper guide so this
color is printed in exactly the same position as it appears on the "dummy". Run a
few extra copies to allow f or spoilage.
Place the "dummy" on the backing sheet of a second stencil and in
the same position as before. This time, cut only those parts which are to be in
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the second color.
Attach the stencil to the
which has been inked with the second color.

cylinder over the second ink pad --

Carefully run through the machine each of the sheets which has been
printed with the first color. Adjust the paper guide so the second color appears
exactly where you want it.
Repeat this procedure for each color used.

ADJUSTMENTS
Spring Tension The tension, which consists of coil springs, has been accurately
set at the factory.
These springs regulate the pressure of the impression roller
against the cylinder. If you increase the tension to force the machine to print,
the ink will be forced to the lower end of the pad and will make it impossible to
secure the maximum number of prints from each inking.

POST CARD GUIDE
Set the guide close enough to the cylinder to extend the top
edge
of the card to the center of the impression roller so it will be carried through
when the cylinder revolves. Do not try to print a card or a sheet of paper all
the way to the top. A margin of half an inch is required for the cylinder to take
hold of the card.
If the guide is improperly centered so all the copy does not print
on the card and the roller becomes inked, wipe the roller immediately to prevent
offset on the cards following.

HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR DUPLICATOR
Keep your duplicator clean and oiled. Put two or three drops of oil
on the side frame bearings where the handle shaft is attached and an occasional
drop on each of the impression roller shaft bearings. To do this, remove the cylinder by turning the handle straight upward to bring the handle shaft key into direct line with the keyway in the cylinder end, and pull out the handle shaft.
Keep the impression roller clean at all times. Ink is detrimental
to rubber and a drop allowed to remain on the roller may spoil it. Remove ink with
soap and water. Be sure roller is thoroughly dry and clean before using. Never
clean with gasoline as it will ruin the rubber.
Never leave stencils on the cylinder when the machine is not in use.
Portions of the stencil coating are almost certain to cling to the ink pad, prevent
complete passage of ink and result in light spots on future prints.
dition and
clean.

Place an oiled paper cover over the ink pad to keep it in good confree from dust and also to keep the inside of the
dustproof cover
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Leave the impression roller release lever in an upward position to
k eep the pressure roller released at all times when the machine is not in actual
operation. This is important to preserve the rubber roller.

HOW TO PRESERVE A STENCIL FOR FUTURE USE
If you desire, you may keep used stencils for future runs.
However,
the stencil must be thoroughly clean.
Blot all ink from the stencil sheet with
newspaper. To file used stencils f or future use, lay them flat and separate them
wi t h sheets of paper.

REMEMBER
Disengage typewriter ribbon when cutting stencils.
Leave impression roller release lever in upward position at all times when machine is not in actual operation.
Clean typewriter before cutting a stencil.
Remove stencil from cylinder when machine is not in use.
Increasing the tension on the impression roller will not
force your duplicator to print.
Poorly printed copies usually are due to a poorly cut
stencil or insufficiently inked pad.
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